... For the discovery And newness of thine art so pleased thee, That all which thou hast drawn of fairest Or boldest since, 'but lightly weighs With thee unto the love thou bearest The first-born of thy genius. Artist-like,
Ever retiring thou dost gaze
On the prime labour of thine early days ....
He then lists as the realities of his own earliest m emories, the realities most charged with emotional history for him, a narrow range of scenes which (as I shall show) recur throughout the poems with symbolic significance: high bushless fields, a sandy ridge, a cottage overlooking a marsh, a garden with dark alleys opening on plots of roses, lily, and lavender. Later in life, in tense moments, external nature provided other sense impressions, stored in memory with emotional surcharge, ready for use as symbol when the emotion returned.
Strange, that the mind, when fraught
With a passion so intense
One would think that it well Might drown all life in the eye,-That it should, by being so overwrought,
Suddenly strike on a sharper sense
For a shell, or a flower, little things Which else would have been past by! This is the process, described in Maud, by which the mind stores up a private hoard of natural symbols. For Tennyson, the realities which most often served as symbols are: landscape, particularly when several levels sharply different can be seen; dark houses or halls with unusual lighting ; rivers, usually with cataracts; mist rising; stars, particularly "Hesper"; a family group of man, woman, and daughter; yellow colours, and rose; cheerful bells; rust; song-birds; ships at anchor; jewels. But these things do not form part of a private mythology; here, as in the case of folk-lore figures, the desire for a general impact has acted as a rigid censor, excluding the use as symbols of personal "realities" not judged to be universally affective.
Tennyson is as aware as any modern philosopher of the categories of space and time. Several of his most effective symbols convey the sense of these realities: "The Voyage," "Recollections of the Arabian Nights," "The Poet's Song." A central theme of his work is the relationship between the poet's created world, "out of space, out of time," and the world of mechanical time and measurable space. The links between these two worlds are forged by symbols, which have , , real significance, both as the effective stimulus or reminder of sense experience, and as "things-in-themselves," crusted with the significance of the spaceless, timeless realm of dreams. Tennyson was impressed with the experiential reality of dreams, waking or sleeping:
As when with downcast eyes we muse and brood, And ebb into a former 1ife, or seem
To lapse far back in some confused dream T o states of mystical similitude . . .. The mystical similitudes thus recognized in dreams correspond, as psycho-analysts show, to the pattern of myths; far back in the dream will be found symbols which rouse universal response. " Men do not invent those mysterious relations between separate external objects, and between objects and feelings, which it is the function of poetry to reveal," says Professor Owen Barfield. "Those relations exist independently, not indeed of Thought, but of any individual thinker." Psychology suggests the existence of historical strata in the mind, fossilizing primitive responses. In this respect, mythology is the ghost of concrete meaning. As Emerson says, there is a "radical cOITespon~ dence between visible things and human thoughts."
This brings us to the next phrase in the definition of symbolism: the other reality will create emotional and intellectual responses in its own right. We have already noticed the care with which Tennyson selected his symbols from familiar universal experiences. He lived before Freud produced his records of the many instances in which dreams of the sea obsess neurotics with a mother complex, and before popularization tagged ocean imagery as a "regression symbol." Consequently, the restlessness and infinity of the ocean sometimes suggested life in this world to him, sometimes (especially as he grew older) eternity. Similarly the rose may arouse gay and channing associations, or terrifying ones. And so, like most pre-Freudian poets, his symbolism rarely has a one-to-one ratio, an equation value; the symbol creates emotion, but it may be used in different p oems to create different emotions. Nevertheless, the emotions will not be forced upon the symbol by the poet's mood; they will each in tum be appropriate and inevitable, because of the complexity of the reality chosen, and because of T ennyson's sensitivity to the great commonplaces and to the emotional and intellectual analogies between man's life and the patterns of the universe--of day and night, of restless sea and sterile rock, and so on. These analogies convey concepts and attitudes as well as emotions, ideas presented in totality for precision and speed.
Though we reject a Freudian key as the only clue to the symbols, we may note with interest that frequently fragm entary compositions embody a recognized symbol for some state of mind and emotion more directly discussed in another poem of the same date. For instance, "The MeITIlan" and "The Mermaid" are exercises in fonn. Experi~ menting with rhythm, rhyme, and sound, Tennyson "lets the sense look after itself," and produces the carefree vignettes of lust and laughter under the sea:
. They comfort him by night and day; They ligh t his Ii ttle life alway ....
Again, death as a sea-monster ("The Kraken")' perfectly visual, but with intense emotional impact through verse movement and selection of details, follows a direct treatment of the theme of death's power, in "Love and Death." Tennyson was as interested as any modern psychologist in the source of such subconscious images, and in the pattern of undirected thinking; through Lucretius he asks:
How should the mind, except it loved them, clasp These idols to herself? Or do they fly Now thinner, and now thicker, like the flakes
In a fall of snow, and so press in, perforce Of multitude, as crowds that in an houl'
Of civic tumult jam the doors, and bear
The keepers down, and throng, their rags and they,
The basest, far into that council-hall Where sit the best and stateliest of the land?
Tennyson does not seem to me to rely much on the emotional implications of Christian symbolism, except in In Memoriam and the Idylls of the King-and here a more extended and intensive reference to the central figure of Christ would surely have solved many of the difficulties of conveying the message intended. Perhaps this merely tells us something about the state of Teunyson's own faith; perhaps again it is indicative of his cautious artistic avoidance of clouded symbols, and his preference for those to which he could expect unconfused response. The audience of his own day had been so confused intellectually and emotionally by the higher criticism that he could count on no certain or unified response to Christian symbol. Now a clear symbol creates emotional response not only by its own meaning and connotation, but also by the fact of its being a symbol, by the aesthetic pleasure defined by Mr. Barfield as a "felt change of consciousness." A degree of sophistication heightens this pleasure, as, for example, in the symbolic closes of m any of Tennyson's poems. Just because the reader's intellect has been so intensely engaged in the conceptual exposition of such a poem as "On a Mourner," an exposition heightened, to be sure, by personification and imagery, he experiences shock in the transition to the sudden final vision of the night when Troy's prince rises With sacrifice, while all the fleet Had rest by stony hills of Crete.
Abruptly, through the transitional phrase "like a household god Promising empire," we are lifted to the sphere of symbolic pattern where the sacrifice of bereavement among the stony hills of sterile life is met by the promise and reminder of peace. The shock, the shift in responsive mode, carries with it the aesthetic pleasure of contrast which Burke characterized as sublime.
But this pleasure is not an end in itself. The symbols must not stand as the focus for the emotion they arouse. They must fill the next requirement set for symbolic method: the reality will be recognizable as in this instance a sign. Now this is true empirically of Tennyson's poetic symbols. Even insensitive readers recognize "Ulysses," for instance, as not a simple story, not a dramatic monologue of individual character, but a series of clues to a hidden meaning. H ow does T ennyson force the reader to recognize the larger meaning in his poems? Not by adhering to a rigid system of symbols, as has already been shown. How then? Partly by enhancing the mood with rhythm and tonal qualities, especially by the unique acbievemeut of a slow-moving line, even in the usually choppy ballad metre, so that dignity and seriousness of movement suggest significance in the subject. (This can be illustrated even in a single line, such as " Flow down, cold rivulet, to the sea.") Partly, the symbolic significance is emphasized by placing: the recurrence of closing passages in which the scene suddenly shifts, the pace changes, and the per-spective widens soon leads the reader to suspect double intention, in "Aylmer's Field," for example. Finally, we notice the habitual reference to levels. This will not affect us in a single poem, but we have hardly to read four or five pieces before hecoming aware of how often Tennyson's scenery is stratified. Again and again our eyes will be led from plain to cliff to sky. Soon we begin to speculate whether Tennyson's intellectual eye moves in the same way, and whether he expects us to follow him from a simple literal level to a more difficult allegorical significance, and perhaps beyond that \0 anagogy, the dominant concept beyond the specific moral value.
Once recognized as a sign-post, the symbol must fulfil a final requirement: to direct our interest back to the original subject. How effectively do Tennyson's symbols succeed in enriching the significance of the thing symbolized? Does he increase in dexterity in shaping and placing his symbols? Is there any pattern in the kind of subjects which he considers fit for symbolic treatment? The answers to these questions involve an estimate of Tennyson's success and failure in this mode, and a chronological survey of his symbolic poems.
II
Even in the Juvenilia Tennyson showed an aptitude for oblique method. He was conscious from the first of the decorative value of the image, before he had any sense of its organic part in the total effect of the poem. In "Isabel," for instance, the metaphors of "golden" charity, Intellect's "sword," the "silver flow" of language, all serve to enrich the picture of his mother by turning on it the light of various analogies, military, religious, and natural. Metaphors are taken at random from conventional similes: the woman's heart is at one time a temple, at another a blanched tablet; and on the other hand flame is used once as an image of chastity, once as an image of love. But beneath the haphazard jumble we see that the poet is working toward another method of composition, for the images in each versc cluster around a central idea: that of religion in the first verse, of power in the second, and of nature's complexity in the third . The symbols of the Madonna, the Queen, and the flower (to be used often in Tennyson's later poetry) are latent in these image-clusters, not yet in focus, but ready for use when he has mastered the mechanics of his craft, and is ready to experiment with more basic techniques.
In metaphysics, he was already obsessed with the problem of the relationship between appearance and reality. In "The Two Voices" he left the question of final reality open:
.. , something is or seems, That touches me with mystic g1eams, Like glimpses of forgotten dreams .. . .
(Later, in The Princess, he was to recreate in the reveries of the Prince his own boyhood confusion between shadow and substance.)
The Juvenilia also show that Tennyson accepted from older poets the implicit metaphor of animism, and introduced personification and the "pathetic fallacy" into early poems as testimony of his assumption of a universal duality of appearance and essence.
Early mastery appears in the economy of treatment of Mariana's house, black, crusted, rusted, broken, sad and strange, set on "the level waste, the rounding grey," symbol of desertion by love. Contrast the impression indirectly achieved here with the more direct effect of "Deserted House," where the same equation of the house to the human body is heavily underlined, explained by the abstractions of "Life" and "Thought." A comparable pair of early poems, also from the 1830 volume, are "The Poet," and "Recollections of the Arabian Nights." Both show Shelley'S influence. In "The Poet," Tennyson borrows Shelley's imagery of the seed of truth, the winged arrows of thought. He adds his own vision of golden sunrise in a garden (to recur in Maud ), with "wreaths of floating dark upcurled," then writes in the equation marks by entitling the foreground figure "Freedom," and by embroidering on her robes the flaming tag, "Wisdom." The poem is an experiment in the stately mode of eighteenth-century allegory, but Tennyson later rejected the mode, with his usual sensitive perception of the changing tastes of his age. In "Recollections of the Arabian Nights," we have a symbol of Tennyson's own early poetic experience. Probably "Alastor" furnished the suggestion for that dreamlike voyage through sensuous impressions: citron shadows in the blue, embowered vaults of pillared palm imprisoning sweets, rosaries of scented thorn, and so on. The insistence on remoteness from the world of empirical reality, "apart from space, withholding time," sets us speculating on the possible parallels between the voyage and the experience of imagination. We form conjectures about the final landscape, with its "black grots," its strange lighting effects, its dark blue sky, wondering about the sudden emergence into the lofty hall with its two presiding deities. This is one of the few poems in which a personal mythology prevails; as if in reaction against the older form of stabilized, formalized parallels, the poet explored the realm of personal symbolism.
In the 1833 poems the poetic method matures. In "The Lady of Shalott" we have what I interpret as another symbol of poetic experience: the silent isle apart from movement and life, the mysterious web, the charmed mirror which cracks when the lady turns to reality. We notice a groping towards symbolic colouring: the "colours gay" of the magic web, set within "four grey walls and four grey towers," duplicate the jewel colours of the knight as he rides through yellow fields, and "pale yellow woods." A comparable concentration on limited detail marks "Mariana in the South." In contrast with the jumble of poignant, but unselected, detail of the earlier "Mariana" we have here the single magnificent vision of the house "with one black shadow at its feet ... and silent in its dusty vines." Details of wasteland landscape are added with "stony drought and steaming salt." Yellow emerges as the colour of grief and loss, and the symbolic cycle of the day is used for time, with an apocalyptic vision at the close, of the end of time and of loneliness, when at evening comes "a sound as of the sea" as H esper rises, symbol of changeless love. In the ocean and the evening star Tennyson found realities which would evoke universal response.
In the same volume appeared "Denane," "The Palace of Art," and "The Lotus-Eaters," a group on the power of sensuous beauty over the heart, showing an interesting range of symbolic method. "Idalian Aphrodite" in the first poem is a lovely static' figure from classical myth. Her direct appeal is marred by the laboured and rather confused allegory of Hera's and Athene's speeches, but the symbolic power of the poem as a whole is restored by the controlled opening and closing, which contrast the early misty beauty in the Vale of Ida (the soul) before Aphrodite's triumph, with the final stripped and barren landscape, night without mist, "cold and starless." Then follows a typical coda, Cassandra's prophecy of war which suddenly suggests the influence on external relations of the soul's conquest by sensualism. "The Palace of Art" is baroque, more complex in its symbolism, using a tapestry technique of significant detail, both in the landscapes symbolizing the shifting moods of the self-pleasuring soul, and in the later recognition of dark corners, uncertain shapes, white-eyed phantasms. Again the end brings a shift in symbol, to the equation of the lost and isolated soul to a still salt pool, sand-locked, seeing waters withdraw, led by the moon, but hearing far off a roar, perhaps of the sea, perhaps of the barren rocks, or perhaps of the wild beasts of uncontrolled passion. As in "The Lady of Shalott," the numeral four is used to denote a completed cycle. In degree of obliquity "The Palace of Art" stands between "Oenone" and "The Lady of Shalott": the allegory is explained, but the explanation is at least kept outside the limits of the poem proper, relegated to a preface. Last of the "sensuous soul" group is "The Lotus-Eaters." Here we have extended use of the contrast of land and sea: languid land in amber light, where the yellow lotus dust blows beneath three silent pinnacles-changeless land, contrasted with the warring, confused, time-filled, dark blue ocean. The tone of the three poems shifts from tenderness and fascination, through detachment, to weariness, the cloyed effect of satiated senses.
In the 1842 edition appear some new symbols, and several old ones. Birds recur, and illustrate the impossibility of systematizing the symbols. Rosalind is a "frolic falcon"; the blackbird is the singer who cannot produce in happy times; the mob are "wild hearts and feeble wings That every sophister can lime." (Later, Commerce is to be a "white-winged peace-maker.") Bird-songs follow Launcelot and Guinevere along the yellowing river. Other symbols are more fixed: "Ulysses" recalls the contrasted symbolism of barren crags and rust, opposed to the thunder and sunshine of the deep. But now Telemachus offers a third alternative, to be developed later into the Arthur figure.
Three poems in this volume illustrate the usc of the sudden symbolic close. In "AudJey Court," the two songs, of self and of love, end in a peaceful sunset, a green light in the harbour. In "Walking to the Mail," the theme of pity, as against "This raw fool the world, Which charts us all in its coarse blacks or whites," ends with the whimsical sight of "as quaint a four-in-hand As you shall see-three piebalds and a roan!" Finally, "The Two Voices" caps the plea for "more life, and fuller" with the vision of sunrise, of the family trinity, and of the hopeful fields.
In "The Day-Dream" we have another use of folk-lore, the reverse of allegorical didacticism, a vision presented (ostensibly at least) for its own sake, like "the wildweed-flower that simply blows." "And is there any moral shut Within the bosom of the rose?" The answer is sportive:
.. . liberal applications lie In Art like Nature, dearest friend; So 'twere to cramp its use, if I Should hook it to some useful end.
But our next poem demands that we ignore this warning, for it is "The Vision of Sin." Here we move in successive levels, from the voluptuous world of human sense, past the universe of nature where the mist of sin and materialism rises, to a vision of God's apocalypse, where He "made Himself an awful rose of dawn." Then an interlude of the Dance of Death (its suggestion made too explicit in the song) leads to a vision of increased intensity of the decaying, shifting material universe, where "Men and horses pierced with worms" form a weird setting for babbling explanations of the causes of sin-original nature, malice, the souring grain of conscience. Finally, as a tremendous chorus, comes the answer in a tongue unknown, like the voice in "On a Mourner," this time giving intimations, not prophecy; and the second vision of God's "awful rose of dawn." The poem is strange and strained. It represents a last intrusion of direct statement into the core of a poem whose major movement is oblique. A last poem in the 1842 volume shows no such lack of tonal unity. "Break, Break, Break" represents the height of Tennyson's symbolic method. It holds in perfect balance the "subject" of death and the "other reality" of temporal stones and eternal sea. It diverts conceptual and emotional response from the shout and song of the boys to the soundless haven of death. Finally it intensifies the ultimate regret for time past, by creating the unspoken contrast between the sea (whose individual waves breaking on the shore lose their own identity, but whose infinite nature is unchangeable) and the "tender grace" of unreturning time.
More hopeful is the coda of "The Golden Year," in which James's words of praise for work are echoed in a dynamite blast from the stone quarry, representing the breaking of sterility by a human agency.
In conclusion, I shall examine four poems, appearing late, which duplicate some of the characteristics noted in the early work. "The Higher Pantheism" and "Flower in the Crannied Wall" represent the old team of direct statement and oblique, in parallel poems, here on the question of the essence of seU. The world of sense experience is a proof of consciousness, says the higher pantheist, and a mark of the division of man from the universe around him. But the flower, "root and all, and all in all," denies the possibility of differentiating by sense conclusions from the flux of time and space, and restores the final mystery by using affective symbol. "The Ancient Sage" and "Merlin and the Gleam" show that Tennyson was not only using the same techniques of symbolism in his later years as in earlier times, but was also applying the mode to the same familiar topics. "Merlin and the Gleam" presents a final fusion of the Arthurian elements of folk-lore with the theme of poetic experience. In "The Ancient Sage" we return to the classical correlative for a last word on the appeal of materialism.
This poem may he studied in detail for a final comment on Tennyson's later symbolic method. The duet form of its verse is intended to indicate the tonal difference between sensualist and sage: decorative, fanciful snatches of song interrupt the measured musings of the sage. But the opposition of form does not extend to a contrasted usc of direct and oblique techniques. The sage presents his case through a series of images : of the cave, whose fountain with its "higher" source symbolizes the faith he represents; of the city, from which he has escaped t o die, but to which the younger man must return, to act, to " curb the beast," to live more charitably; of the mount, to which faith climbs. Clusters of images appear also in the song of the materialist : bird images, flower images, images of light and darkness, of animals, and of fruit ( "The kernel of the shrivell'd fruit Is jutting thro' the rind"). The true contrast in the poem appears in the opposed interpretations which the two speakers apply to the images. Both sensualist and sage introduce symbols which focus the poem on the central concept of the cycle. There is the cycle of bloom and seed, symbol of hope to the sage, of imminent death to the materialist. There is the cycle of " the lark within the songless egg"; "the shell m ust break before the bird can fly," says the cheerful sage, but his young friend sees only the restrictions of "this earthnarrow life." T here is the cycle of light and dark, cue for despair to the sensualist,. but for the idealist a mark of the fusion of past and present, "as if the late and early were but one." Loss of identity, pictured by the materialist in human terms at first (in the aging warrior, merchant, plowman, and poet ), is finally symbolized by the " ri pple on the boundless deep That moves, and all is gone." But the seer shifts the symbol:
But that one ripple on the boundless-deep Feels that the deep is boundless, and itself
